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Air Handling Unit Design for High Performance Buildings
J. Michael CARSON
Purdue University, Energy Engineering & Sustainability
West Lafayette, Indiana, USA
jmcarson@purdue.edu, Ph: 765-494-3402

ABSTRACT
Decades of experience with campus construction, industry standards, and “lessons learned the hard way” combine
in the design standards developed by Purdue University Physical Facilities Department and accumulated in a
document named in the Consultant’s Handbook. This paper is a review of some of the standards in the Consultant’s
Handbook that apply to air handling units. The focus of the review is on five specific issues: snow entrainment, fan
performance, leakage and deflection testing, motor removal, and thorough detailing. Starting with the air intake and
progressing through the air handling unit the paper discusses the mistakes and oversights that, if not caught, could
turn a high performance building into a low performance nightmare.

1. INTRODUCTION
The technical staff at Purdue University has developed guidelines for high performance campus buildings that are
published on-line in the Purdue University Consultant’s Handbook.
(http://www.purdue.edu/architect/resources/handbook/index.html)
Since a key to a high performance building is the mechanical system, and the air handling unit (AHU), the
Consultant’s Handbook contains an extensive set of guidelines that focus on these components. This paper is a
review of the engineering basis and experiences that motivated some of the guidelines.

2. SNOW ENTRAINMENT
In a well designed high performance system, the air intake arrangement should pull only a minimum amount of
snow through the louvers and, what snow is draw through the louvers should drop out of the air stream in the
plenum behind the louver. Two recent high performance buildings on campus have experienced a total shut-down
of the building air handlers due to snow entrainment. Figure 1 shows the air handling unit (AHU) intake chamber
on the north side of one of these buildings. Figure 2 shows the filters in the same AHU. Light powdery snow is
pulled into the louver, though the plenum (seen in Figure 3), down the outside air (OA) transfer duct and into the
AHU. In the first winter of operation snow restricted air flow through the filters, eventually causing the building
automated system to shut the unit down completely. The snow drawn in though the louvers but not pulled into the
AHU falls to the concrete plenum floor, melts, and leaks through the floor causing damage to the floor below.
Figure 4 is the bottom of a different plenum on the south side of the same building. In this case snow entered the
OA intake, melted inside the plenum and ran down the wall. Unfortunately the conduit below the plenum contains
fire alarm wiring. The melted snow entered a junction box triggering the alarm causing a building evacuation.
Unfortunately, the snow does not all fall out in the plenum but also enters the AHUs, shutting down yet another
critical system. Situations such as these have forced the development of a number of standards relating to louvers
and louver plenums.
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Figure 1: Snow in AHU intake chamber

Figure 2: Snow on filters restricting air flow

Debris caught
on bird screen

Fire alarm conduit
Figure 3: Inaccessible louvers

2.1

Figure 4: Bottom of OA plenum

Louvers

Most louvers have a bird screen; typically on the inside face of the louver blades. In that location the bird-screen is
not seen (more aesthetic pleasing), fulfills its’ purpose (screening out birds and other stuff), but is virtually
impossible to clean. The more debris it catches the higher the pressure drop (energy waste), the higher the velocity,
and the more snow entrainment. If located on the top floor of a multi-story high performance building the louver
becomes a significant maintenance problem. Figure 3 shows an air intake louver that manifests both the debris
catching and maintenance problems. The 24” (61 cm) wide plenum has a concrete wall and floor, so it more
appropriately could be called a drop-out room. In the exterior wall are two stacked horizontal louver rows with
interior bird screens. The first row starts about five feet above finished floor (the camera for this photograph is held
at eye level), the second row is about 10 feet (3 meters) above the floor (above the red tubular steel member seen in
the photograph). The width of the plenum makes it impossible to position a ladder for access to the top row of
louvers. Removing debris that catches on the interior bird screen is quite difficult.
ASHRAE Fundamentals recommends 400 fpm (122 mpm) intake louver gross area velocity and assumes an average
free area of 45% (21.15 “System Component Design Velocities”). This recommended gross area velocity and free
area percentage equates to a free area velocity of 889 fpm (271 mpm). Experience indicates that snow can easily be
entrained through an intake louver at velocities much lower than 889 fpm (271 mpm). In the same Fundamentals
section ASHRAE recognizes the debris problem with the sentence “If debris can collect on the screen of an intake
louver … louver face velocity should not exceed 100 fpm.” Assuming that velocity to also be gross area then the
recommended free area velocity is 222 fpm (67.7 mpm). That sentence, applying to light windblown debris, can
also apply to light windblown snow. Thus, the following guidelines are applied at the University:
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a.

Louvers are specified with the bird screen on the outside face of the louver.

b.

If the bird-screen is on the outside face then, to minimize snow entrainment, the designer should design for:
VGross = 157 fpm (47.9 mpm) gross area velocity or
VFace = 350 fpm (106.7 mpm) free area inlet velocity.

c.

If the bird-screen is on the inside face of the louver then the designer should follow the ASHRAE
recommendation of:
VGross = 100 fpm (30.5 mpm) gross area velocity or
VFace = 222 fpm (67.7 mpm) free area inlet velocity.

2.2

Drop-out plenums & Drop-out Rooms

No matter how well the intake louver is designed some snow will penetrate the louver. This is not a significant
problem as long as the plenum is also well designed. There are four factors that need to be considered for a well
designed plenum:
a.

Duct to Louver Distance: The distance between the duct inlet and the louver face needs to be adequate to
prevent localized high velocities at the louver. The velocity at one duct diameter away from the duct abrupt
entrance will be about 10% of the duct velocity (Fan Engineering Pg 160). Assuming a duct velocity of
1500 fpm (456 mpm) the at one duct diameter the air velocity is 150 fpm (45.6 mpm). With the VGross goal
of 100 fpm (30.5 mpm) described above then maintaining a distance of two duct diameters as shown in
Figure 1 is appropriate.

b.

Drop-out Plenum Distance: Snow free-falls at 1 to 2 meters per sec (Barthazy and Schefold). The smaller
value of 1 mps equates to 197 fpm. Having assigned the variable V Gross as the louver gross face velocity
(which applies to the snow once it is in the plenum) and the variable H as the louver height, then the drop
out distance D is simply calculated by the equation:
D (feet) = H * (VGross / 197)
D (meters) = H * (VGross / 60)

c.

(1)
(2)

Back Wall Angle: Where the plenum is sheet metal, the back of the plenum typically slopes to the duct.
Using SMACNA fig 4-7 this sloping transition must have an angle no greater than 30° off horizontal. This
angle prevents air stream separation from the wall which, when it occurs, is an unnecessary energy loss that
can be attributed to poor duct design. These first three factors can be seen in Figure 5. When using the
design shown in Figure 5, if the connecting duct is rectangular then use the hydraulic duct diameter for
calculating set-back distance (ASHRAE Fundamentals 21.7).

Figure 5: Louver Plenum Design
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d.

Chamfered Duct Opening: For larger systems where the plenum is a drop-out room, the OA duct should
not have an abrupt opening connection into the plenum. An abrupt opening causes an unnecessary energy
loss. The OA intake duct must have a slight chamfer (30° off horizontal) or bell mouth opening into the
plenum as outlined in ASHRAE Fundamentals 21.29 “ED1-3 Bellmouth, with Wall”.

3. AHU FAN PERFORMANCE AND SPEED
The Consultant’s Handbook requests certified fan-performance curves marked with system operating conditions
indicating flow, pressure drop, RPM, HP, and fan efficiency. Clearly delineated these in the contract documents is
imperative. If the CFM and the fan pressures are the only criteria specified it will leave the owner open for energy
wasting substitutions. It is possible for a smaller diameter wheel running at a faster speed to supply the specified
CFM at the specified pressure. If the submittal reviewer is not alert, the manufacturer that gets the bid may submit a
smaller, lower cost fan. This event is described well by Murphy in a recent ASHRAE Journal article. The result of
the substitution is more noise, shorter bearing life, and more energy; all of which have been experienced on
University construction projects. As a safeguard Purdue Consultant Handbook requires two things. First, all AHU
fans are to have a minimum efficiency of 67%. Second, documentation must be provided that the design meets the
Fan Power Limitation outlined in ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Energy Standard Table 6.5.3.1.1A & B (which was recently
adopted as code by the State of Indiana).
Related to this, and also to be included in the contract documents, is the bearing lubrication interval. One serious,
and often overlooked, aspect of the fan substitution mentioned above is an increased bearing lubrication frequency.
A high RPM fan may have a recommended lubrication schedule of weeks instead of months. If the maintenance
staff (or the contractor running the unit during construction) is not aware of the shortened schedule a more “normal”
schedule may be assumed. In that case the bearings will fail prematurely and possibly catastrophically. For
example, below is a reproduction of a lubrication schedule recently seen on a campus project:

100 RPM
500 RPM
1000 RPM
1500 RPM

Temperature
>120°F
>150°F
>180°F
210°F

Grease Interval
6 to 12 months
2 to 6 months
2 weeks to 2 months
weekly

4. AHU LEAKAGE AND DEFLECTION TESTING
The Consultants Handbook has an extensive section on factory and field leakage and deflection testing. To ensure
AHU performance, this testing is probably the most important action an owner can take. Every CFM leaking from
an AHU is money leaking out of the pocket; a cost that continues through the entire life cycle of the AHU. A
question that is often asked; “If I test in the field do I actually have to also test at the factory, and vice versa?” The
answer is “Yes, both tests are critical.” The factory test verifies that the unit is well built; the field test verifies that
the AHU functions properly.
A second frequently asked question is: “Does the factory test have to be witnessed?” For a high performance
building it is well worth the money to have one person (try to always pick the same person) perform a factory
inspection. Witnessing a test at the factory allows problems to be corrected before the unit is shipped. University
representatives have caught and fixed numerous problems at the factory prior to shipping; including improperly
sized coils, piping connections on the wrong side of the AHU, coils in the wrong location, wrong materials of
construction, and unpainted sections. For units where the factory test was not witnessed, a list of the problems that
have been caught in the field (during or after installation that would have been caught at a factory inspection) would
be too long to print.
The specifications must state that the factory AHU testing will be performed “as used”. Every manufacturer will say
their AHU is so well built it will easily pass leakage and deflection tests, and that may or may not be true. In order
to pass a leakage or deflection test manufacturers have (in front of the University representative) done things like
spread petroleum jelly on the door seals, screw stiffening rods on the inside of the walls, caulk all the interior joints,
and put shims under the door latches to force tighter closing.
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Purdue University representatives have also seen some unique methods of deflection testing. The least acceptable
was pulling a string taut about 6” away from the exterior skin of the unit and measuring the distance with a ruler.
The most acceptable method is using a dial indicator set up and “zeroed out” with the sensor on the outside skin of
the idle AHU before being pressurized. Since repeated start & stop cycles can cause metal fatigue and increase
leakage, it is important to have all the points that must be measured read at the same time. The need to specify what
should be “common sense” is illustrated by the field roof deflection test that was performed with the person setting
up the dial indicator and then lying on the roof of the AHU during the test to read the deflection.
A typical leakage test measures the air that actually ‘leaks’ into or out of the casing. This test does not measure
internal leaks; a source of wasted fan energy that is easily overlooked. The wall which separates the fan inlet (the
lowest system pressure) and discharge (the highest system pressure) must not leak. The fan dividing wall on one
installed AHU could be deflected by simply grabbing the fan inlet guard and applying pressure, needless to say this
wall also leaked. This AHU did not have a witnessed factory test; otherwise this problem would have been caught
and corrected at the factory.
With respect to factory testing, an AHU is expected to pass both deflection and leakage tests prior to shipment. If an
AHU fails a field test the University allows the manufacturer to try to fix the unit. If the AHU continues to fail the
University will assess a reduced value. The base reduced value is 5% of AHU cost to which we add additional
percentages for leakage, deflection, damages, or other factors. Thus, the minimum reduced value is 10%. A copy of
the reduced value spreadsheet can be found in the Consultant’s Handbook.

5. AHU MOTOR REMOVAL
A 10 HP motor can weigh well over 200 lbs (91 kg). and a 15 HP motor as much as 350 lbs (159 kg). Lifting such a
motor out of a tight AHU fan section and onto a dolly is awkward at best and can be dangerous. For motors 10 hp
and larger the Consultant’s Handbook mandates a motor removal rail and trolley system be factory designed and
installed. This rail and trolley system has a number of requirements, such as it must be:
Sized for L/400 deflection when fully extended and subjected to the weight of the motor at the extreme
position
Mounted in the fan section, directly over motor, and perpendicular to the side of the AHU
Designed so the motor can be fully removed from the air handler, to a distance of the motor diameter plus a
minimum of 6” (15.2 cm) so the motor can be lowered onto a dolly
The traversing arm must be able to freely move while carrying the motor weight
The fan motor and largest component must be able to be removed through the access door or an easily
removable panel
These requirements may seem to be simply common sense, but the University has had designers and manufacturers
suggest trolley designs that have forced these standards to be developed. All of the following proposals were caught
and corrected during design or at the factory witnessed test:
Trolleys not perpendicular to wall of the AHU, at an angle where the motor won’t fit through the door
Trolleys that, when loaded, won’t travel because the wheels bind under the weight
Trolleys where there is no door or removable panel (one can lift the motor just fine but it doesn’t go
anywhere)
Trolleys not directly above the motor (imagine trying to stop a 15 hp motor from swinging as it is lifted, or
having to pull it off center while it is being lowered)
Trolleys that don’t get the motor all the way out of the AHU (imagine a 15 hp motor hanging inside the
AHU with the cart outside the doorway)

6. AHU COIL TYPE AND LOCATION
6.1

Stem Pre-Heat Coil

In University buildings designed early in the last century the preheat coils were vertical tube steam coils with the top
supply header and the bottom condensate header shielded from the cold air stream. These coils control temperature
by simply modulating a control valve, varying the flow even in extreme temperatures. Even though steam flow is
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modulating, the coils rarely freeze because the condensate drops straight down the tube (by gravity) and the
condensate header is outside of the cold air stream.
Starting in the 1960’s and continuing through today, engineers are trained to use more modern methods of designing
preheat coils; such as face and bypass, internal face and bypass, pumped hydronic, glycol, etc. Experience indicates
that none of these ‘modern’ methods are as trouble free as the old fashioned vertical tube coil, which is now
specified as a steam distributing type. Familiarity with the modern methods mentioned above, and a corresponding
lack of familiarity with the “old fashioned” methods, makes it difficult for both the design engineer and the AHU
manufacturer to understand what is meant by a “vertical tube steam distributing pre-heat coil with the headers
outside of the air stream”.

6.2

Coil Placement inside the AHU

The Consultant’s Handbook requires that all coil elevations inside the AHU be noted including a dimensioned
location of steam and water piping entrances and discharges. This needs to be carefully monitored and strictly
enforced. Cooling coils are usually on the floor of the AHU, directly above the drain pan, whereas the heating coils
are elevated, allowing room for steam traps. If the elevated heating coil is located close to the lowered cooling coil
the result can be significant turbulence, pressure drop, and high localized face velocity. The maximum velocity at
the leaving face of a coil may not change for four equivalent duct diameters past the coil face (Buffalo Forge pg
160). Putting coils of differing sizes, aspect ratios, and face velocities close together will reduce the effectiveness of
the second coil.

6.3

Cooling Coil Face Velocity

Conventional wisdom and a long standing rule of thumb is that cooling coils should be designed with a face velocity
of 500 FPM (153 mps) have little risk of moisture carry-over. That may be technically true but is practically false.
What is missing is that no coil has a perfectly uniform face velocity (as seen in the paragraph above). Thus a coil
designed for 500 FPM (153 mps) average face velocity will frequently have carry-over, which may be thrown
beyond the drain pan. For this reason the Consultant’s Handbook lists 450 FPM (137 mps) as the design average
face velocity. This standard produces an additional benefit; lowering the air side pressure drop (and thus the energy
use) of the coil.

7. THOROUGH AHU DIMENSIONING ON THE DRAWINGS
Often manufacturer “A” is the AHU basis of design but manufacturer “B” gets the bid. This means the doors, coil
frames, drain pan, and everything else on the AHU may be built differently. Even so, in the mechanical room the
AHU has to fit in the space allotted and it must not intrude on other equipment. AHUs for High Performance
Buildings must be thoroughly detailed so a change in manufacturers does not affect the operation, performance, or
maintenance. Some examples of installed AHUs should underscore the importance of this Consultant’s Handbook
requirement.

7.1

View Windows

The windows must be adequately specified, perhaps being called out as located “at eye level for balding engineers
standing on the floor”. Figure 6 shows one such engineer inspecting the discharge plenum of a high performance air
handler.

7.2

Condensate Traps

To verify that sufficient height exists for condensate traps, the trap must be drawn to scale and shown on the
drawings. Even when that is done the basis of design AHU may have the pipe connection on the side of the drain
pan but the low bid manufacturer may have the pipe connection on the bottom of the drain pan and then elbow out
through the support rail (thus lower than expected). The result is that there may not be room for the condensate trap;
requiring field modifications. Figure 7 shows one AHU where the basement floor had to be core drilled to allow
room for the trap.
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Figure 6: Poor view window location

7.3

Figure 7: Core drilled field modifications

Steam Traps

Similar to condensate traps, the basis of design AHU and the plans may show the steam or other piping in one
location but the low bid manufacturer may install the piping in another; again requiring field modifications.
Figure 8 shows steam traps originally designed to be placed inside the AHU and piped to the south that had to be
placed on the north. Notice two things, first, the trap discharge piping rises after the trap (a situation that should be
avoided inside a building). Second, the trap discharge condensate piping had to be run to the south under the AHU
where the piping was originally shown on the plans. In this case the AHU construction was such that the piping
could be run through a space formed at the joint of the matching “C” channel base supports (a fortunate
happenstance).

Condensate pipe rising after trap

Discharge run to other side of AHU
through space formed by “C” channels
Figure 8: Steam trap location

8. CONCLUSIONS
A truly high performance building requires a high performance mechanical system. Ensuring that such a system is
installed requires, in turn, a conscientious and exceptionally careful approach from the design team with more
attention to detail than is given to a standard performance building. The challenge for the owner is defining
expectations they wish to place on the designer. The Consultant’s Handbook is the tool used by Purdue to establish
those expectations, to elevate the design standards, and to ensure the new campus buildings are, in actuality, high
performance.
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